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Abstract

Syntactic dependencies can be predicted with
high accuracy, and are useful for both
machine-learned and pattern-based informa-
tion extraction tasks. However, their utility
can be improved. These syntactic dependen-
cies are designed to accurately reflect syntac-
tic relations, and they do not make semantic
relations explicit. Therefore, these representa-
tions lack many explicit connections between
content words, that would be useful for down-
stream applications. Proposals like English
Enhanced UD improve the situation by extend-
ing universal dependency trees with additional
explicit arcs. However, they are not available
to Python users, and are also limited in cov-
erage. We introduce a broad-coverage, data-
driven and linguistically sound set of transfor-
mations, that makes event-structure and many
lexical relations explicit. We present pyBART,
an easy-to-use open-source Python library for
converting English UD trees either to En-
hanced UD graphs or to our representation.
The library can work as a standalone package
or be integrated within a spaCy NLP pipeline.
When evaluated in a pattern-based relation ex-
traction scenario, our representation results in
higher extraction scores than Enhanced UD,
while requiring fewer patterns.

1 Introduction

Owing to neural-based advances in parsing tech-
nology, NLP researchers and practitioners can
now accurately produce syntactically-annotated
corpora at scale. However, the use and empirical
benefits of the dependency structures themselves
remain limited. Basic syntactic dependencies en-
code the functional connections between words
but lack many functional and semantic relations
that exist between the content words in the sen-
tence. Moreover, the use of strictly-syntactic re-
lations results in structural diversity, undermining
the efforts to effectively extract coherent semantic
information from the resulting structures.

Thus, human practitioners and applications that
“consume” these syntactic trees are required to
devote substantial efforts to processing the trees
in order to identify and extract the information
needed for downstream applications, such as in-
formation and relation extraction (IE). Meanwhile,
semantic representations (Banarescu et al., 2013;
Palmer et al., 2010; Abend and Rappoport, 2013;
Oepen et al., 2014) are harder to predict with suf-
ficient accuracy, calling for a middle ground.

Indeed, De Marneffe and Manning (2008) in-
troduced collapsed and propagated dependencies,
in an attempt to make some semantic-like relations
more apparent. The Universal Dependencies (UD)
project1 similarly embraces the concept of En-
hanced Dependencies (Nivre et al., 2018)), adding
explicit relations that are otherwise left implicit.
Schuster and Manning (2016) provide further en-
hancements targeted specifically at English (En-
hanced UD).2 Candito et al. (2017) suggest further
enhancements to address diathesis alternations.3

In this work we continue this line of thought,
and take it a step further. We present pyBART, an

1universaldepdenencies.org
2In this paper we do not distinguish between the Univer-

sal Enhanced UD and Schuster and Manning (2016)’s En-
hanced++ English UD. We refer to their union on English as
Enhanced UD.

3Efforts such as PropS (Stanovsky et al., 2016) and Pred-
Patt (White et al., 2016), share our motivation of extract-
ing predicate-argument structures from treebank-trainable
trees, though outside of the UD framework. Efforts such
as KNext (Durme and Schubert, 2008) automatically extract
logic-based forms by converting treebank-trainable trees, for
consumption by further processing. HLF (Rudinger and
Van Durme, 2014), DepLambda (Reddy et al., 2016) and
UDepLambda (Reddy et al., 2017) attempt to provide a for-
mal semantic representation by converting dependency struc-
tures to logical forms. While they share a high-level goal
with ours — exposing functional relations in a sentence in a
unified way — their end result, logical forms, is substantially
different from pyBART structures. While providing substan-
tial benefits for semantic parsing applications, logical forms
are less readable for non-experts than labeled relations be-
tween content words. As these efforts rely on dependency
trees as a backbone, they could potentially benefit from py-
BART’s focus on syntactic enhancements on top of (E)UD.

universaldepdenencies.org
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Figure 1: Representation of Neo, the One, is a hero, for chasing this army of Robots. The arcs above the sentence
are BART additions. The ones below are EUD. Red arcs are removed in BART while black are retained.

easy-to-use Python library which converts English
UD trees to a new representation that subsumes the
English Enhanced UD representation and substan-
tially extends it. We designed the representation
to be linguistically sound and automatically recov-
erable from the syntactic structure, while expos-
ing the kinds of relations required by IE applica-
tions. Some of these modifications are illustrated
in Figure 1.4 We aim to make event structure ex-
plicit, and cover as many linguistically plausible
phenomena as possible. We term our representa-
tion BART (The BIU-AI2 Representation Trans-
formation).

To assess the benefits of BART with respect to
UD and other enhancements, we compare them in
the context of a pattern-based relation extraction
task, and demonstrate that BART achieves higher
F1 scores while requiring fewer patterns.

The python conversion library, pyBART, inte-
grates with the spaCy5 library, and is available un-
der an open-source Apache license. A web-based
demo for experimenting with the converter is also
available. https://allenai.github.io/
pybart/.

2 The BART Representation

We aim to provide a representation that will be
useful for downstream NLP tasks, while retaining
the following key properties. The proposal has to
be (i) based on syntactic structure and (ii) use-
ful for information seeking applications. As a
consequence of (ii), we also want it to (iii) make
event structure explicit and (iv) allow favoring
recall over precision.

Being based on syntax as the backbone would
allow us to capitalize on independent advances in

4Some preserved UD relations are omitted for readability.
5https://spacy.io

syntactic parsing, and on its relative domain in-
dependence. We want our representation to be
not only accurate but also useful for information
seeking applications. This suggests a concrete
methodology (§2.1) and evaluation criteria (§5):
we choose which relations to focus on based on
concrete cases attested in relation extraction and
QA-corpora, and evaluate the proposal based on
the usefulness in a relation extraction task.

In general, information-seeking applications fa-
vor making events explicit. Current syntactic
representations prefer to assign syntactic heads as
root predicates, rather than actual eventive verb.
In contrast, we aim to center our representation
around the main event predicate in the sentence,
while indicating event properties such as aspectu-
ality (Sam started walking) or evidentiality (Sam
seems to like them) as modifiers of rather than
heads. To do this in a consistent manner, we in-
troduce a new node of type STATE for copular
sentences, making their event structure parallel to
those containing finite eventive verbs (§4.4)

Finally, downstream users may prefer to favor
recall over precision in some cases. To allow for
this, we depart from previous efforts that refrain
from providing any uncertain information. We
chose to explicitly expose some relations which
we believe to be useful but judge to be uncer-
tain, while clearly marking their uncertainty in
the output. This allows users to experiment with
the different cases and assess the reliability of
the specific constructions in their own application
domain. We introduce two uncertainty marking
mechanisms, discussed in §2.3.

2.1 Data-driven Methodology

Our departure point is the English EUD represen-
tation (Schuster and Manning, 2016) and related

2

https://allenai.github.io/pybart/
https://allenai.github.io/pybart/
https://spacy.io
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efforts discussed above, which we seek to extend
in a way which is useful to information seeking ap-
plications. To identify relevant constructions that
are not covered by current representations, we use
a data-driven process. We consider concrete re-
lations that are expressed in annotated task-based
corpora: a relation extraction dataset (ACE05,
(Walker et al., 2006)), which annotates relations
and events, and a QA-SRL dataset (He et al., 2015)
which connects predicates to sentence segments
that are perceived by people as their (possibly im-
plied) arguments. For each of these corpora, we
consider the dependency paths between the anno-
tated elements, looking for cases where a direct re-
lation in the corpus corresponds to an indirect de-
pendency path in the syntactic graph. We identify
recurring cases that we think can be shortened, and
which can be justified linguistically and empiri-
cally. We then come up with proposed enhance-
ments and modifications, and verify them empir-
ically against a larger corpus by extracting cases
that match the corresponding patterns and brows-
ing the results.

2.2 Formal Structure
As is common in dependency-based represen-
tations, BART structures are labeled, directed
multi-graphs whose nodes are the words of a sen-
tence, and the labeled edges indicate the relations
between them. Some constructions add additional
nodes, such as copy-nodes (Schuster and Man-
ning, 2016) and STATE nodes (§4.4).

An innovative aspect of our approach is that
each edge is associated with additional informa-
tion beyond its dependency label. This informa-
tion is structured as follows:
SRC: a field indicating the origin of this edge—
either “UD” for the original dependency edges,
or a pair indicating the type and sub-type of the
construction that resulted in the BART edge (e.g.,
{SRC=(conj,and)} or {SRC=(adv,while)}).
UNC, ALT: optional fields indicating uncertainty,
described below.

2.3 Embracing uncertainty
Some syntactic constructions are ambiguous with
respect to the ability to propagate information
through them. Rather than giving up on all am-
biguous constructions, we opted to generate the
edges and mark them with an UNC=TRUE flag,
deferring the decision regarding the validity of the
edge to the user:

1 # Load a UD-based english model
2 nlp = spacy.load("en_ud_model")
3

4 # Add BART converter to spaCy’s pipeline
5 from pybart.api import converter
6 converter = converter( ... )
7 nlp.add_pipe(converter, name="BART")
8

9 # Test the new converter component
10 doc = nlp("He saw me while driving")
11 me_token = doc[2]
12 for par_tok in me_token._.parent_list:
13 print(par_tok)
14

15 # Output:
16 {’head’: 2, ’rel’:’dobj’, ’src’:’UD’}
17 {’head’: 5, ’rel’: ’nsubj’,
18 ’src’:(’advcl’,’while’), ’alt’:’0’}

Figure 2: Usage example of pyBART’s spaCy-pipeline
component.

She acted, trusting her instincts

nsubj {UNC}

depnsubj

In some cases, we can identify that one of two
options is possible, but cannot determine which.
In these cases we report both edges, but mark them
explicitly as alternatives to each other. This is
achieved with an ALT=X field on both edges, with
X being a number indicating the pair.

You saw me while driving, Sue saw Sam after returning

nsubj{ALT=0}
nsubj{ALT=0}

nsubj{ALT=1}
nsubj{ALT=1}

3 Python code and Web-demo

The pyBART library provides a Python converter
from English UD trees to BART. pyBART sub-
sumes the enhancements of the EUD Java imple-
mentation provided in Stanford Core-NLP,6 and
extends them as described in §4. While py-
BART’s default performs all enhancements, it can
be configured to follow a more selective behav-
ior. pyBART has two modes: (1) a converter
from CoNLLU-formatted UD trees to CoNLLU-
formatted BART structures;7 and (2) a spaCy
(Honnibal and Montani, 2017) pipeline compo-
nent.8 After registering pyBART as a spaCy
pipeline, tokens on the analyzed document will
have a . .parent list field, containing the

6https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/
stanford-dependencies.html

7The extra edge information is linearized into the depen-
dency label after a ‘@‘ separator.

8This requires a spaCy model trained to produce UD trees,
which we provide.

3

https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/stanford-dependencies.html
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list of parents of the token in the BART structure.
Each item is a dictionary specifying—in addition
to the parent-token id and dependency label—also
the extra information described in §2.2. See Figure
2 for an illustration of the API.

A web-based demo that parses sentences into
both EUD and BART graphs, visualizes them, and
compares their outputs, is also provided.9

4 Coverage of Linguistic Phenomena

BART conversion consists of four conceptual
changes from basic UD. The first type prop-
agates shared arguments between predicates in
nested structures. The second type shares ar-
guments between parallel structures. The third
type attempts to unify syntactic alternations to
reduce diversity, making structures that carry sim-
ilar meaning also similar in structure. Finally, the
forth type is designed to make event structure ex-
plicit in the syntactic representation, allowing fi-
nite verbs that indicate event properties to act as
event modifiers rather than root predicates. In ac-
cordance with that, we further introduce a new
STATE node, that acts as the main predicate node
for stative (copular, verb-less) sentences.

4.1 Nested Structures
Our first type of conversions propagates an exter-
nal core argument to be explicitly linked as the
subject of a subordinate clause.
Complement control: The various EUD repre-
sentations explicitly indicate the external subjects
of xcomp clauses containing a to marker. We
embrace this choice and extend it to cover also
clauses without a to marker, including imperative
clauses and clauses with controlled gerunds.

(1) Let my people go!

nsubjdobj

xcomp

Noun-modifying clauses: Similarly, EUD links
the empty subject of a finite relative clause to
the corresponding argument of the external clause.
We extend this behavior to also cover reduced rel-
ative clauses (2a), and we follow Candito et al.
(2017) in also including other relative clauses such
as noun-modifying participles (2b).

(2) a. b.

The neon god they made A vision softly creeping

dobj nsubj

9The dependency graph visualization component uses the
TextAnnotationGraphs (TAG) library (Forbes et al., 2018).

Adverbial clauses and “dep”: Adverbial modi-
fier clauses that miss a subject, often modify the
subject of the main clause. We propagate the
external subject to be the subject of the internal
clause.10

(3) You shouldn’t text while driving

nsubj

We observe that many dep edges empirically
behave like adverbial clauses, and treat them sim-
ilarly. We mark these edges as “uncertain”.

4.2 Parallel structures

The second type of conversions identifies parallel
structures in which the latter instance is elliptical,
and share the missing core argument contributed
by the former instance.
Apposition: Similarly to the PropS proposal
(Stanovsky et al., 2016), we share relations across
apposition parts, making the two, currently hier-
archical, phrase, more duplicate-like.

(4) E.T., the Extraterrestrial, phones home

nsubj

nsubj

appos

Modifiers in conjunction: In modified coordi-
nated constructions, we share prepositional (5)
and possessive (6) modifiers between the coordi-
nated parts. Since dependency trees are inher-
ently ambiguous between conjoined modification
and single-conjunt modification, (e.g, compare (5)
to “Mogly was lost and raised by wolves”, or (6)
to “my Father and E.T.”), we mark both as UNC.

(5) I was taught and raised by wolves

nmod(UNC)

nmod

(6) My father and mother met here

nmod:poss(UNC)

nmod:poss

Elaboration/Specification Clauses: For noun
nominal modifiers that have the form of an elab-
oration or specification, we share the head of the
modified noun with its dependent modifier. That
is, if the modification is marked by like or such as
prepositions, we propagate the head noun to the
nominal dependent.

(7) I enjoy fruits such as apples

dobj

dobj

10In external clauses that include a subject and an object,
ambiguity may arise as to which is to be modified. We prop-
agate both and mark the edges as alternates (ALT, (§2.3)).

4
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Indexicals: the interpretation of locative and tem-
poral indexicals such as here, there and now de-
pends on the situation and the speaker, and often
modify not only the predicate but the entire situ-
ation. We therefore share the adverbial modifica-
tion from the noun to the main verb. Due to their
situation-specific nature, we mark these as UNC.

(8) He wonders in these woods here

advmod(UNC)

nmod advmod

Compounds: Shwartz and Waterson (2018) show
that in many cases, compounds can be seen as hav-
ing a multiple-head. Therefore, we share the exist-
ing relations across the compound parts.

(9) I used canola oil

dobj(UNC)

dobj

As many compounds do have a clear head (e.g. I
used baby oil, where baby is clearly not the head),
we mark these as uncertain.

4.3 Syntactic Alternations

This type of conversions aim to unify syntactic
variability. We identify structures that are syntacti-
cally different but share (some) semantic structure,
and add arcs or nodes to expose the similarity.
The Passivization Alternation: Following Can-
dito et al. (2017) we relate the passive alteration to
its active variant.

(10) The Sheriff was shot by Bob

nsubjdobj

nsubjpass nmod:by

Hyphen reconstruction: Noun-verb Hyphen
Constructions (HC) which are modifying a nom-
inal can be seen as conveying the same informa-
tion as a copular sentence wherein the noun is the
subject and the verb is the predicate. To explicitly
indicate this, we add to all modifying noun-verb
HCs a subject and a modifier relation originating
at the verb-part of the HC.

(11) A Miami - based company

nsubjnmod

amodcompound

Adjectival modifiers: Adjectival modification
can be viewed as capturing the same information
as a predicative copular sentence conveying the
same meaning (so, “a green apple” implies that
“an apple is green”). To explicitly capture this
productive implication, we add a subject relation
from each adjectival modifier to its corresponding
modified noun.

(12) I see dead people

nsubj

Genitive Constructions: Genitive cases can be
alternatively expressed as a compound. We add a
compound relation to unify the expression of gen-
itives across X of Y and compound structures.

(13) Army of zombies

compound

4.4 Event-Centered Representations
In many sentences, the finite root predicate does
not indicate the main event. Instead, a verb in
the subordinated clause expresses the event, and
the finite verb acts as its modifier. For exam-
ple, in sentences like “He started working”, “He
seems to work there”, the main event indicated
is “work”, while the root predicates (“started”,
“seemed”) modify this event. Here, we present a
chain of changes that puts emphasis on events by
delegating copular and tense auxiliaries (is, was),
evidentials (seem, say) and various aspectual verbs
(started, continued) to be clausal modifiers, rather
than heads of the sentence. This creates a further
challenge, since there is a prevalent discrepancy
between predicative sentences such as “He works”
and copular sentences as “He is smart”. The UD
structure for the latter lacks a node that clearly in-
dicates a stative event (in Vendler (1957)’s termi-
nology). We remedy this by adding a node to rep-
resent the STATE and have tense, aspect, modality
and evidentiality directly modifying it.11

Copular Sentences and Stative Predicates: We
added to all copula constructions new node named
STATE, which represents the stative event intro-
duced by the copular clause. This node becomes
the root, and we rewire the entire clause around
this STATE. By doing so we unify it with the struc-
tures of clauses with finite predicative. Once we
added the STATE node, we form a new relation,
termed ev, to mark event/state modifications. The
resulting structure is as follows:

(14) Tomorrow is STATE another day

nsubj
ev xcomp

nsubj
cop

Evidential reconstructions: We can now explic-
itly mark properties of events as dependents of the
verbal or stative root by means of the label ev. We
do so, using verbs’ white-lists, for verbs marking

11Pragmatically, some users prefer to not have non-word
nodes. pyBART supports this by providing a mode that treats
the copula as the head, retaining the other modifications.

5
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evidentiality (15) and for reported-speech (16).
(15)

Sam seems to like them. They seem STATE nice.

nsubj
ev

nsubj
ev xcomp

nsubj xcomp nsubj xcomp

(16) The Media reported that peace was achieved

ev

ccomp

Aspectual constructions: Finally, we can now
also mark aspectual verbs as modifying the com-
plement (matrix) verb denoting the main event.
The complement (matrix) verb becomes the root
of the dependency structure, and we add the new
ev relation to mark the aspectual modification of
the event.

(17) He started talking funny

nsubj
ev

nsubj xcomp

5 Evaluation

Our proposed representation attempts to target
information-seeking applications, but is it effec-
tive? We evaluate the resulting graph structures
against the UD and Enhanced UD representations,
in the context of a relation-extraction (RE) task.
Concretely, we evaluate the representations on
their ability to perform pattern-based RE on the
TACRED dataset (Zhang et al., 2017).

We use an automated and reproducible method-
ology: for each of the representations, we use the
RE train-set to acquire extraction patterns. We
then apply the patterns to the dev-set, compute
F1-scores, and, for each relation, filter the pat-
terns that hurt F1-score. We then apply the filtered
pattern-set to the test-set, and report F1 scores.

To acquire extraction patterns, we use the fol-
lowing procedure: given a labeled sentence con-
sisting of a relation name and the sentence indices
of the two entities participating in the relation, we
compute the shortest dependency path between the
entities, ignoring edge directions. We then form an
extraction pattern from the directed edges on this
path. We consult a list of trigger words (Yu et al.,
2015) collected for the different relations. If a trig-
ger word or its lemma is found on the path, we
form an unlexicalized path except for the trigger
word (i.e. E1 <nsubj “founded” >dobj >compound
E2). If no trigger-word is found, the path is lex-
icalized with the word’s lemmas (i.e. E1 <nsubj
“reduce” >dobj “activity” >compound E2).

Representation Precision Recall F1

UD 76.53 30.65 43.77
Enhanced UD 77.63 32.37 45.69
Ours(w/o-Enhanced) 73.96 33.48 46.09
Ours 74.62 36.65 49.15

Table 1: Effectiveness of the different representations
on the TACRED relation extraction task.

Figure 3: Economy comparison: Recall vs number of
patterns, for the different representations.

We use this procedure to compare UD, En-
hanced UD (EUD), BART without EUD enhance-
ments, and full BART, which is a superset of En-
hanced UD (Table 1). BART achieves a substan-
tially higher F1 score of 49.15%, an increase of
5.5 F1 points over UD, and 3.5 F1 points above
Enhanced UD. It does so by substantially improv-
ing recall while somewhat decreasing precision.

We also consider economy: the number of dif-
ferent patterns needed to achieve a given recall
level. Figure 3 plots the achieved recall against
the number of patterns. As the curves show, En-
hanced UD is more economic than UD, and our
representation is substantially more economic than
both. To achieve 30.7% recall (the maximal recall
of UD), UD requires 112 patterns, EUD requires
77 patterns, while BART needed only 52 patterns.

6 Conclusion

We propose a syntax-based representation that
aims to make the event structure and as many lex-
ical relations as possible explicit, for the benefit
of downstream information-seeking applications.
We provide a Python API that converts UD trees
to this representation, and demonstrate its empiri-
cal benefits on a relation extraction task.

6
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A Appendix

A.1 Additional examples of BART structures
The following are additional examples that we
could not fit into the space constraints of the pa-
per.

Complement control Example (1) shows an ex-
ample of linking the external subject to a con-
trolled finite verb. The following complementary
example shows linking the subject to a controlled
gerund:

(18) I decided going home
nsubj

xcompnsubj advmod

Elaboration/Specification Clauses Exam-
ple (7) shows a specification clause connected
as an object to the root. The following is
a complementary example of using the like
elaboration-preposition, in which the modifier
noun is a subject dependant of its head. The
modified noun inherits the subject relation from
its modifier head.

(19)
People like you should feel lucky

nsubj

xcomp

nsubj

case

nmod

aux

Adjectival modifier

(20) The smart one waited patently
nsubj

nsubj

det

amod advmod
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Copular Sentences and Stative Predicates We
show additional examples of these transforma-
tions, with explicit comparison to UD.

(21) UD : BART :

Sally is smart Sally is STATE smart

nsubj

cop xcompev

nsubj

amod

(22) UD : BART :

He is the man He is STATE the man

nsubj

cop

det det

xcomp

ev

nsubj

(23) UD : BART :

They are from Israel They are STATE from Israel

nsubj

cop

case case

nmod

ev

nsubj

(24) UD : BART :

Sam is to be a man Sam is to be STATE a man

nsubj

xcomp

mark

cop

det det

xcomp

evev

mark

nsubj

(25) UD : BART :

Sam sounds funny Sam sounds STATE funny

nsubj xcomp xcompev

nsubj

amod

(26) UD : BART :

Sam seems happy Sam seems STATE happy

nsubj xcomp xcompev

nsubj

amod

(27) UD : BART :

Sam seems to like them Sam seems to like them

nsubj xcomp dobj dobjev

nsubj

(28) UD : BART :

Sally began walking home Sally began walking home

nsubj xcomp advmod advmodev

nsubj
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